
Introducing The Next Generation of WashBar® 

Bradley's award-winning all-in-one WashBar® now comes in an ultra-modern edgy profile designed to make a 

statement in upscale commercial restrooms. Designed in collaboration with international design firm platinum design, 

the thin L-shape seems to float above the sink for a striking and innovative aesthetic.
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All the fundamentals of handwashing have been 

thoughtfully designed into Bradley’s innovative WashBar.

Take the WashBar Anywhere
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AVAILABLE IN SIX BEAUTIFUL FINISHES

CLEAN
• Touch-free activation
• Low level LED indicator
• Gallon (3.8 L) soap capacity
• Simply replace soap tank –no 

cleaning or refilling
• Liquid and foam soap

RINSE
• Touch-free activation
• 1.9 LPM
• Ultra-high efficient  

1.4 LPM option where water 
conservation is a necessity

DRY
• Touch-free activation
• Heated air stream dries 

hands quickly and efficiently
• Adjustable speed for quieter 

hand drying
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Cutting-Edge Handwashing Takes Shape

The next generation WashBar raises your restroom to new 

heights by providing touch-free soap, water and drying in an 

edgy new design for an unforgettable handwashing experience. 

The single connection point to the sink provides an impressive 

design element and creates more open space for cleaning.

ADVANTAGES OF THE WASHBAR

• Floating design for a simple and clean aesthetic

• Single connection point to the sink for easier cleaning

• Eliminates the cost and mess of paper towels

• Icons and LED lights to visually orient users

• Smart sensor technology eliminates false activations

• WashBar and bowl work together to keep water in the basin

• Gallon soap capacity to reduce the number of replacements

• Captures soap and water activations for maintenance planning

Verge LVQ-Series  

with WashBar WB2

OmniDeck with    

WashBar WB2

Evero undermount basin 

with WashBar WB2

ALL-IN-ONE WASHBAR


